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types of wellness
 Environmental wellness

Social wellness
Workplace wellness

Technology and Wellness
Mental wellness

Physicsal wellness 



which wellness as a group
we are focusing on ? 

 Environmental wellness
Social wellness

Workplace wellness
Technology and Wellness

Mental wellness
Physical wellness 

 









Who is our persona?
Goals 

Background

Interest

Personality

Frustrations

Possible acts of

sustainable efforts

End user:
Deaf and Blind people aging from 18> 

Many of the traits that have been used to characterize deaf

persons might also be used to describe a person who is thought to

be "immature." Three traits that have been used consecutively

are "impuisivity," "egocentricity," and "rigidity." 

orientation and mobility; reading,

such as the use of Braille (raised dots

for reading); and independent living.

Not being able to keep up with the

conversation with others or hear safety

signals 

parkour, to feeling music using the sound shirt, to

calmer pastimes like reading, gardening, or

swimming.

Volunteer at schools with deaf and hard of hearing

programs and related community events.

Deaf culture can vary depending on the community's

country of origin or intersection with other

cultures. However, some aspects tend to stay the

same everywhere. These can become great examples

of deaf culture, such as collectivism, use of Sign

Language and a direct and blunt way to

communicate.



Problems
faced by our

persona
They are unable to participate in conversations due to

stigma, making them feel lonely, unexpressed, and

socially marginalized. This results in chronic stress and

depression.

The most common challenge faced by the Deaf is the lack of

access to information. Information is often conveyed through

verbal or auditory methods via direct interaction with people

who do not use sign language or audio systems.



what is the new
problem to be

solved? 
how might we…

 
reduce the chances of bicycles

hitting the handicapped at

parks/help the handicapped realise

if there’s a bicyclist at park
connectors  
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02

03

What are our
Objectives?

People who are handicapped

(blind, deaf) can enjoy the park without

worry 

deaf and blind people

can be safe

Encourage them to be more social in the

public without having to face issues



Hypothesis

The Deaf and blind would feel safe when on  

the PCN 



Methodology

01

02 Invent something that can help them 

Understand their problems



Our ideas!! (Dual sensory loss) 

Create a sensor to trigger noise and

lights 

Invent/create a ring for deaf/blind

people to notify them of danger



Deaf people are
shocked/injured at

PCN 

is it me or is it them?
 

 

person would feel helpless as
unable to do anythingv 

hate themselves more as they
wish that they could hear

people tend to judge
unseen disabilities 



Prototype

(  idea&sketch )





THE COLOUR OF THE LAMP 

Morning-Evening
(7am-6pm) operate

by electricle board

through the cables 

Evening-Morning

(6pm-7am).

Operated by

solart energy



THE Ring 












